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Let’s Start
with Art
Unit Overview

Think Together

Visible Thinking

Why do people make art?

See, Think, Wonder

p. 61

Themes
Different types of art
The purpose of art

Nonfiction

Synopsis

Instructional Text: My Guide to
Photography
Words in Context: frame, element,
zoom in, horizontal, vertical

In this unit students will learn about different types of art and ways to describe art. They will
find out about how art can help in communities and how to compose a good picture. They
will plan and prepare a conversation to describe a piece of art and write a cinquain poem using
target language from the unit.

p. 35

Review and Reflection

Write About It

Spelling Pattern

Understanding facts and opinions

–ent

Quantifiers: A Little, A Few, All, Most

Language and Literacy Connections
The connecting theme in Unit 1 is art and why it is important.

Language

Global Citizenship
Why is art important to people?
background, bright, dark, detailed,
foreground, light, pale, shadow, simple

p. 45

Vocabulary

Set 1: types of art
Set 2: describing art

Grammar

Quantifiers: A Little, A Few, All, Most
He only has a little hair.
I know a few parents.
All the paintings are by our students.
Most of his hair is white.
Adjectives and Adverbs of Manner
This one’s too dark.
It’s not big enough.
Pronunciation: silent gh 1

p. 39

Talk About It

Explore Language

Conversation: giving opinions

Too and Enough with
Adjectives

p. 43

p. 59

Explore Language

p. 37

Cinquain Poems
Sentence Building: reviewing
parts of speech

p. 51

p. 55

p. 47

Language
Book

Fantasy: True Colors
Words in Context: owner, run out of,
choice, croissant, exclaims

Reading Skill
collage, installation, landscape, mobile,
mural, photography, portrait, sculpture,
sketch, still life
Think It Over

Literacy
Book

Fiction

p. 57

Vocabulary

p. 41

Skills
International
English
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p. 49

I kind of like it. / I quite like it.

Literacy
Fiction: portrait, still life
Nonfiction: landscape(s), photography,
portrait, background, foreground, simple
Fiction
This still life isn’t good enough!
The fruit and vegetables look real, but they’re
too boring.
Can you show us all of your paintings?
Nonfiction
I only include a few elements in the photo.
Reading: understanding facts and opinions
Spelling Pattern: –ent
apartment/flat
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Lesson 1 Walkthrough: Vocabulary

This lesson introduces the theme of the unit and presents and practices the first vocabulary set.
Warm Up
Warm Up activities are either language or topic-based.
Their purpose is not to pre-teach new vocabulary,
but to engage students, activate prior knowledge, and
prepare students cognitively for the lesson ahead. The
digital Enhanced Teacher’s Book (ETB) also contains
Two-Minute Review activities to recall previously taught
language or skills. These activities are quick to do, so time
is not taken away from the rest of the lesson, and are easy
to integrate into a classroom routine. You can choose to
do both the Two-Minute Review and the Warm Up or
just one or the other, to suit the needs of your class.

Activity C Visualization
Activity C is a visualization activity and offers a different
pathway for students to interact with the target language.
The audio prompts students to create their own mental
images of the vocabulary and to do actions where
appropriate. This personalized approach makes learning
more meaningful and therefore more memorable.
Students are not expected to articulate (in English)
what they have visualized because sometimes this may
be harder than the target word. However, a variety of
pair-/class-work activities for exchanging ideas have been
provided to give students a means for creative output.

Activity A Contextualized Presentation: Picture
Dictionary Scene
Activity A presents the first lexical set (eight to twelve
words) through a picture dictionary scene. This scene is
designed to support learning by providing word-picture
association. Alongside this, its purpose is to get students
thinking about the unit topic, reviewing language, and
making connections to their own world. The scene includes
key characters from the corresponding Literacy Book unit
and the previous unit of the Language Book for students to
identify. This is to help students make connections between
the two books, between units, and between the topics and
characters, to show how communities work.
The new language is contextualized aurally in a dialogue.
The audio includes at least some of the target vocabulary
to encourage students to explore the image and develop
discrimination skills. Students should be encouraged
to point to the pictures or words as they hear them
mentioned. The process of listening, searching for, and
finding vocabulary items helps students to engage with the
target language. Literacy Book Links are highlighted in the
digital Enhanced Teacher’s Book (ETB).
There is always a gist or comprehension question to
focus students and help them understand the general
meaning of the dialogue. The digital ETB provides further
comprehension check questions to explore the picture and
audio in more detail.

Activity D Controlled Practice & Critical Thinking
Activity D provides further language practice by getting
students to interact with the picture dictionary. Critical
thinking skills are developed as students complete a
categorization task such as a Venn diagram, table, or
graphic organizer, and sometimes more than one answer
is possible.

Activity B Drill & Controlled Vocabulary Practice
Activity B is a drill and provides initial practice of all the
target vocabulary. Pausing the audio will give all students
enough time to say the words and enable you to give
immediate feedback on pronunciation. For ideas on how
to make drills fun, see TB p. 23.
The listen and number task asks students to write
numbers next to the vocabulary items in the picture in
the order in which they hear them mentioned. This gets
students thinking about the target language, which will help
them to learn it.
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Activity E Song
Activity E is always a song connected to a unit theme
and provides additional context for the target language:
any words not in the dialogue in A will be included here.
There is a fill-in-the-blank activity, where students are
encouraged to predict the answers before listening to
check. The song allows students to have fun with the
language and helps them to learn through rhythm, rhyme,
and repetition. There is usually a link to a Social and
Emotional Learning (SEL) competency.
The song is supported by an animated video with the lyrics
displayed to encourage heads-up participation. When
the song lends itself to it, encourage students to invent
actions or movements to do while singing: a Total Physical
Response (TPR) approach will help them to learn and
retain the new language. Additional Video Focus ideas are
provided in the digital ETB.

Language
Vocabulary
Lesson Objectives
• to learn vocabulary to describe art: collage, installation,
landscape, mobile, mural, photography, portrait, sculpture,
sketch, still life
to sing a song that explores making different types
of art

•

Materials
Audio Tracks 3 to 6; Video

UN

D Look and write.
• Students are going to categorize the vocabulary. This
encourages critical thinking because students must group
words in a logical or meaningful way. Draw a Venn diagram
on the board to remind students how they work. Elicit
why portrait goes in the 2D circle and sculpture goes in the
3D circle.
• Give students time to complete the activity. Then check
answers. You may wish to discuss why a collage can be
both 2D and 3D (it depends which materials are used to
make it). Can students suggest some materials for 2D and
3D collages?

Warm Up
Ask students to think of all the places in their town or country
where they can see art. Elicit suggestions and write them on
the board. In pairs have students talk about different pieces
of art they have seen; do they have a favorite piece? They can
talk about art they have seen on TV or pictures in books.
A

•

•
•

TB p. 213 Listen and find. What does Lucas add
to some artwork?
Have students look at the picture on pp. 10–11 and say
what they can see and where it is happening. Ask what
the people are doing in the picture (looking at art and
making art).
Play the audio and have students point to the words or
pictures as they listen.
Ask the comprehension question What does Lucas add to
some artwork? and elicit answers. Play the audio again for
students to check.
TRACK 3

•
•
•

TB p. 213 Listen, say, and number the pictures
in A.
Play the audio. Have students point to the pictures and say
the words.
Tell students to listen again and write numbers next to the
words in the picture. Do the example together (sculpture).
Check answers by calling out a number and having
students call out the word.
TRACK 4

Answers
1 sculpture 2 portrait 3 landscape 4 still life
5 collage 6 installation 7 mobile 8 mural
9 sketch 10 photography

Cool Down
The Cool Down is a final game or activity that provides
an opportunity to wrap up the lesson. It reviews and
reinforces the lesson objectives.

C

•
•
•

1

Answers
2D artworks: portrait; landscape; still life; mural;
photography; sketch
3D artworks: sculpture; mobile; installation
Both: collage
E

•

•
•

Answer
Lucas adds his bus ticket to the collage.
B

IT

•

TRACK 6 TB p. 213 Listen and complete. Then watch
and sing.
Have students turn their books over so they can’t see
the song lyrics. Tell them the title of the song is Art Is for
Everyone and ask them what they think the song will be
about and which words will be included. If necessary,
prompt students by asking students What kinds of art do
you know?
Play the audio and have students raise their hands every
time they hear one of their predicted words in the song.
Have students turn their books back over. Ask Can you
guess what’s missing? Play the song again, this time pausing
where necessary for students to write their answers. Point
out that all the words they need are on pp. 10–11, so they
can check their spelling.
Play the song video and encourage students to sing along.
Then replay the song video and have students sing and do
actions for the different types of art as they hear them in
the song.

Answers
1 photography 2 sculpture 3 collage 4 mural
5 sketch 6 still life 7 landscape 8 portrait

Cool Down
Play Physical Spelling (see TB p. 26) with the vocabulary from
this lesson.

TRACK 5 TB p. 213 Close your eyes. Listen, visualize,
and say.
Prepare students for the visualization (see TB p. 21).
Play the audio, allowing students to visualize the objects
as they listen. Make sure students know not to speak until
they hear the word say.
Have students draw what they imagined for their partner,
who then guesses the word.

Practice Student’s App: Vocabulary Practice; Song Video

Unit 1 Let’s Start with Art
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Lesson 2 Walkthrough: Explore Language

The grammar lessons present and practice the target structures using a simplified inductive approach. This encourages the students
to think about the patterns of language and to make and test assumptions through carefully staged and scaffolded activities. By
laying the groundwork for the kinds of tasks they will do in higher levels, they are supported to become independent thinkers from
the very beginning.

Explore Language
Lesson Objectives
• to learn how to talk about quantity using a little, a few,
all, most

Activity A Contextualized Presentation
Activity A presents the lesson’s grammar focus through
the context of a dialogue or story. Students listen and
read, but the target language is not highlighted at this
point. The gist or comprehension question gives students
a reason to listen and supports them to understand
the story. The digital ETB provides questions to check
students’ comprehension. If you don’t use the ETB, ask
simple comprehension questions to help students make
connections with prior knowledge and personalize the
scenario.

Activity C Inductive Analysis
Activity C is a continuation of the language analysis, as
students are asked to focus on the meaning and usage of
the grammar structure. Concise concept statements are
given to explain how the language is used. Students have
to think critically to choose between different options,
which helps them to interact with the language. Encourage
students to discuss their ideas in pairs before checking
answers as a class. First Language (L1) can be used to
support this task when language in the concept statements
is above level.

Activity B Grammar Analysis Table
Activity B is a grammar table with sections for students
to fill out, focusing on form. Most of the sentences come
from the dialogue in Activity A; if they are not there, the
answers will be filled in, with the key word(s) highlighted
to provide a model. Students need to identify the
sentences and copy the missing words, thereby drawing
their attention to the grammar structure and to language
patterns. The teacher’s notes help you to scaffold the
discussion for the first four units. In later units, students are
encouraged to take the lead in identifying and discussing
the grammar patterns and completing the table. However,
the ETB provides additional support notes, should you
prefer to continue leading the grammar discussion.
Attached to the table is a language tip, pointing out
additional information related to the grammar point that
needs further support. There are three types of tip:
• Remember: when students have most likely already
seen this language feature, e.g. contractions.
• Look: a new, additional piece of information about the
grammar, e.g. a spelling pattern or anomaly.
• Watch Out: highlights typical mistakes learners make.

Activity D Drill: Sentence Level
See TB p. 40.
Activity E Controlled Practice: Written
See TB p. 40.
Activity F Freer Practice: Communication
See TB p. 40.

• to practice art vocabulary
Materials
Audio Tracks 7 and 8

Warm Up
Ask students to visualize a picture they have on display at
home. Have them tell a friend who or what is in their picture.
A

•
•
•

TRACK 7 TB p. 213 Listen and Read. Who’s Larry
drawing?
Have students look at the pictures on p. 12. Ask them
What can you see? What do you think the people are talking
about?
Play the audio and have students follow in their books.
Ask the comprehension question Who is Larry drawing?
and elicit the answer.

Answer
Larry is drawing his grandpa.
B Look at A. Complete.
• Write or project the table onto the board. Tell students
that the sentences they need are all in the story.
• Refer students to the first sentence in the table and
have them find it in the story (picture 2). Have students
complete the first sentence in the table. Then have them
work in pairs to complete the rest of the table.
• Complete the table on the board so that students can
check their answers. Ask what kinds of words hair, parents,
and grandparents are (nouns). Review the difference
between count and noncount nouns (noncount nouns
refer to things that cannot be counted, they do not have a
plural form, and they are not used with a/an).
• Look at the bottom row of the table. Ask which word we
use after Most (of). Point out that we can also use of after
all but that it is not essential.
• Have students look at the Grammar tip Remember. Write
on the board I have a lot of apples. I have some apples.
I don’t have any apples. Invite students to draw apples next
to the sentences to represent the different quantifiers.
Elicit that any can also be used for questions.
Answers
a little; a few; All; of
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Practice Resource Bank: Grammar Printout
Student’s App: Grammar Practice

C Think and discuss. Then choose.
• Have students work in pairs to read and discuss the
sentences. Tell them they can look at the table and at the
story to help them circle the correct options. Then check
the answers as a class.
• Elicit that we use a little with noncount nouns and a few
with count nouns. Ask students Is “some” more or less than
“a little” or “a few”? (usually more) Is “a lot of ” more or less
than “all”? (less)
Answers
1 small 2 big 3 all
D

TB p. 213 Listen and say.
• Play the audio and have students listen and repeat. For
ideas on how to vary the drill, see TB p. 23.
E Choose a picture. Look and write.
• Ask two students to read aloud the example sentences.
Have the others listen and point to the activity in
the picture.
• Tell students they are going to write some sentences
about one of the pictures. Have them choose one picture
and write sentences about it—encourage them to use
a little, a few, all, or most when they can.
TRACK 8

Suggested Answers
Picture A: A few children are painting a mural. There are a
few paint jars. There isn’t any yellow paint. There is some
green paint and a little red paint. Most of the objects
in the collage are pictures. There are a few stars in the
collage. There are a few pictures on the wall. Most of the
pictures on the wall are landscapes. There is a lot of water
in the vase.
Picture B: A lot of children are painting a mural. There are
a few paint jars. There is some yellow paint, a little green
paint, and a lot of red paint. There aren’t any pictures in
the collage. There are a few stars in the collage. There
are a lot of pictures on the walls. There is a little water in
the vase.
F Look at E. Compare and find the differences.
• Put students into pairs or groups, making sure there is at
least one student who wrote about picture A and one
who wrote about picture B in each group.
• Have students compare their sentences. Ask them how
many differences they found. Invite students to share their
sentences with the class.

Cool Down
Play Correct the Teacher with sentences about the pictures
in E (see TB p. 25); for example, In picture A, there are a few
stars in the collage (True); In picture B, there is a lot of water in
the vase (False).

Unit 1 Let’s Start with Art
Lesson 2 Grammar 1
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Lesson 3 Walkthrough: Global Citizenship

This lesson presents and practices the second vocabulary set, practices listening for gist and specific details, and gives students the
opportunity to learn about the lives of other children around the world and to make connections with their own lives.
Opening Question
The opening question takes the place of the Warm
Up and is designed to activate interest and curiosity in
the Global Citizenship topic by helping students to make
connections to prior knowledge. Don’t correct students
at this point or give too much feedback, as the lesson is
structured so that they develop ideas to discuss at the end
of the class.
Activity A Contextualized Vocabulary
Activity A presents the new vocabulary through eyecatching photos or pictures, to provide a real-world
context. There is a contextualized listening activity
which presents some of the target language through a
dialogue or monologue. This listening activity provides an
introduction to the Global Citizenship part of the lesson on
the facing page. Students will be able to make connections
between this audio and the audio for D and E.
Activity B Drill & Controlled Vocabulary Practice
See TB p. 34.
Visualization
There is a visualization audio track for this vocabulary set
on the TTL. See TB p. 34.
Activity C Controlled Vocabulary Practice: Written
Activity C is a read and circle or complete activity to
encourage students to think critically about the new
vocabulary and to use it through controlled practice.
Activity D Listening for Gist & Main Idea
Activity D provides input for the Global Citizenship
discussion at the end of the lesson. There are usually
two speakers who explore the Global Citizenship theme
in connection to different countries around the world.
Students listen for the main idea of the audio topic and
answer a gist question.
Before they listen, give students some time to explore the
pictures. You could let them find the countries mentioned
on a world map and ask them what they already know
about these countries to activate prior knowledge. Tell
students to listen out for key vocabulary they recognize.
Explain that thinking about these words in order will help
them to understand what the listening is about and answer
the gist question. Some of the new vocabulary from
Activity A is always recycled here.
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Activity E Listening for Details
Activity E encourages students to listen out for specific
details. Ask them how many of the questions they can
answer from information they have remembered from
D, but reassure them that this is not a memory test
and that it doesn’t matter if they don’t remember. Then
play the audio again, so they can listen and check their
answers and answer any questions they missed.
Encourage further discussion and personal response
to what they heard by analyzing the answers (e.g. why
something was false) and having students talk about
what they found interesting or surprising.
Discussion Questions
The Discussion Questions address the key holistic
learning concepts that run through the unit. Ultimately, the
discussion can be done in pairs with some whole-class input
at the end, although you may wish to have a whole-class
discussion for the initial units to allow students to become
familiar with the activity. The Global Citizenship strand at this
level encourages students to think about how they can get
involved in their community, and how their community can
have an impact on the wider world, and on them.
There is usually one personalization question and one
question that asks students to look further and see the
bigger picture. Deal with each one in turn, giving students
time to think and discuss in their pairs or small groups.
Allow use of L1 for new words and more complex ideas as
this will enable students to express themselves and develop
a clearer understanding of the key concepts. You can also
challenge students to provide sentences beyond their ability
by translating words and phrases from L1 into English.
Bring the class back together to discuss the conclusions
they have reached. Use graphic organizers on the board to
present students’ ideas. Revisit the opening question and
see if students answer it differently now. In-depth ideas to
help you structure each discussion as well as project ideas
can be found in the ETB.
Competencies
Icons in the teaching notes highlight which activities in
the Language Book are connected to one of the five
competencies: Me, Act, Think, Learn, and Communicate.
For more information, see TB p. 19.

Global
Global Citizenship
Citizenship

• Have students complete the activity and then compare
answers with a friend. Invite students to come to the
board and circle the correct answer.

Lesson
Lesson Objectives
Objectives

Answers
1 foreground 2 background 3 dark 4 shadow
5 bright 6 light

tolearn
learnvocabulary
vocabularyfor
fordescribing
describingart:
art:background,
background,
•• to

bright,
bright,dark,
dark,detailed,
detailed,foreground,
foreground,light,
light,pale,
pale,shadow,
shadow,simple
simple

toexplore
explorewhy
whyart
artisisimportant
importantto
topeople
people
•• to
topractice
practicelistening
listeningfor
forgist
gistand
anddetails
details
•• to

D

Materials
Materials
Audio
AudioTracks
Tracks99to
to11;
11;Audio
AudioTrack
TrackA;
A;aaworld
worldmap
map
(Activity
(ActivityD)
D)

•

Opening
Opening Question
Question

•

This
Thisquestion
questionactivates
activatesstudents’
students’prior
priorknowledge.
knowledge.Ask
Ask
students
studentsthe
theopening
openingquestion:
question:Why
Whyisisart
artimportant
importanttotopeople?
people?
Give
Givestudents
studentstime
timeto
tothink
thinkand
andelicit
elicitideas.
ideas.You
Youcould
couldprompt
prompt
students
studentsby
byasking
askingHow
Howmight
mightart
artbe
beimportant
importanttotopeople
peopleinin
our
ourcommunity?
community?but
butdon’t
don’tgive
givestudents
studentsmuch
muchfeedback
feedbackat
atthis
this
point.
point.They
Theywill
willfind
findout
outmore
moreduring
duringthe
thelesson.
lesson.
A
A

••
••
••

TRACK
TRACK99 TB
TB p.p.213
213 Listen
Listen to
to Jane
Jane talk
talk to
to her
her art
art teacher
teacher
about
about shadow
shadow boxes.
boxes.Why
Why do
do people
people make
make shadow
shadow
boxes?
boxes?
Ask
Askstudents
studentsififthey
theyknow
knowwhat
whatJane
Janeisisholding
holdingininthe
the
picture.
picture.Tell
Tellstudents
studentsthat
thatititisiscalled
calledaashadow
shadowbox.
box.
Play
Playthe
theaudio
audioand
andhave
havestudents
studentspoint
pointto
tothe
thewords
wordsor
or
pictures
picturesas
asthey
theylisten.
listen.
Ask
Askthe
thegist
gistquestion
questionWhy
Whydo
dopeople
peoplemake
makeshadow
shadowboxes?
boxes?
Elicit
Elicitanswers,
answers,then
thenplay
playthe
theaudio
audioagain
againfor
forstudents
studentsto
tocheck.
check.

Answer
Answer
to
totell
tellaastory
story
BB

••
••
••

TRACK
TRACK10
10 TB
TB p.p.214
214 Listen,
Listen,say,
say,and
and number
number the
the pictures
pictures
inin A.
A.
Play
Playthe
theaudio
audioand
andhave
havestudents
studentspoint
pointto
tothe
thepictures
picturesand
and
say
saythe
thewords.
words.
Tell
Tellstudents
studentsto
tolisten
listenagain
againand
andnumber
numberthe
thepictures
picturesininthe
the
order
orderthey
theyhear
hearthem.
them.Do
Dothe
theexample
exampletogether
together(simple).
(simple).
Check
Checkanswers
answersby
byasking
askingvolunteers
volunteersto
tocall
callout
outthe
the
numbers
numbersand
andasking
askingothers
othersto
torespond.
respond.Alternately,
Alternately,project
project
the
theanswers
answersusing
usingthe
theTTL.
TTL.

Answers
Answers
11 simple
simple 22 detailed
detailed 33 foreground
foreground 44 background
background
55 dark
dark 66 light
light 77 shadow
shadow 88 bright
bright 99 pale
pale
TB
TB p.p.214
214 Visualization
Visualization
The
TheTap
Tap&&Teach
TeachLessons
Lessons(TTL)
(TTL)have
haveaavisualization
visualizationaudio
audio
track
trackfor
forthis
thisvocabulary
vocabularyset.
set.(See
(SeeTB
TBp.p.21.)
21.)
TRACK
TRACKAA

C
C Read
Read and
and choose.
choose.
Project
Project
the
the
activity
activityonto
ontothe
theboard
boardand
andlook
lookatatthe
the
••
example
exampleanswer.
answer.Ask
Askstudents
studentswhat
whatwords
wordstell
tellus
usthat
thatthe
the
answer
answerisisforeground
foreground(in
(infront
frontof
ofthe
thecastle).
castle).

Practice Student’s App: Vocabulary Practice; Listening Practice

•

TRACK 11 TB p. 214 Now listen to Yoko and Juan. Why
do people make these artworks?
To generate interest, have students look at the two
pictures and notice where each child is from. Ask students
Where are these countries? Use a map to find them.
Have students look at the pictures and ask them what they
can see. Ask if they have ever made something like this.
Listening for gist: Play the audio and have students listen
for the answer to the gist question Why do people make
these artworks? Elicit answers.

Answers
Yoko: To relax, to decorate for the Star Festival
Juan: To express themselves, to make decorations
for festivals
E Listen again. Write True or False.
• Listening for details: have students look at the questions
and remember what they heard. Ask them to answer as
many question as they can. Play the audio and stop after
… traditional Japanese art. Ask why number 1 is false
(origami is not Mexican—it’s Japanese).
• Play the rest of the audio and have students complete the
activity. To check answers, ask individual students to read a
sentence aloud and say True or False. If the answer is false,
ask one student to say why it is false.
Answers
1 False 2 False 3 True 4 True 5 True 6 False

Discussion Questions

• Draw students’ attention to the discussion questions: Is
•

art important to you? Why? How does art help us understand
each other? Discuss the questions as a class (see ETB).
Return to the original opening question: Why is art
important to people? Recap ideas discussed at the
beginning of the class and encourage students to share any
new ideas.

Cool Down
Put students into teams. Describe the vocabulary items from
A and have teams take turns to guess the word; for example,
the front of a picture (foreground), when there is no light (dark).
If they guess incorrectly, the other team has the chance to
guess and win the point.

Unit 1 Let’s Start with Art
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Lesson 4 Walkthrough: Explore Language

This lesson presents and practices the second grammar structure(s) and has the same structure and purpose as Lesson 2.
Activity A Contextualized Presentation
See TB p. 36.
Activity B Grammar Analysis Table
See TB p. 36.
Activity C Inductive Analysis
See TB p. 36.
Throughout the digital ETB there are ideas to differentiate
lesson content in a mixed-ability class. Support ideas
suggest a simpler pathway for completing an activity or
provide scaffolding to enable less-confident students to
complete the activity. Challenge ideas encourage moreconfident students to use additional language to take
activities further. For more activity-specific differentiation
ideas, see TB p. 24.
Activity D Drill: Sentence Level
Activity D is a drill of four to five sentences/questions
to allow students to familiarize themselves with the new
language. Drills give students intensive practice in hearing
and saying new phrases.
The first time you play the audio, focus on pronunciation.
Then play it again, this time encouraging students to
concentrate on intonation. Using different activities will
help you to keep drills fun and stop them from becoming
repetitive. For ideas on how to vary the drill, see TB p. 23.

Activity E Controlled Practice: Written
Activity E is a controlled practice activity and gives
students some heads-down time to use the new grammar
structure. Encourage students to do this as independently
as possible, using the table in Activity B, so that they can
process what they have learned and you can assess their
level of understanding.
Activity F Free Practice: Communication
Activity F allows students to practice the target language
through a freer, more communicative activity or game.
Where there is text inside speech bubbles, this provides
a model, but make sure students understand that they
can choose what to say. This is a chance for students to
communicate and collaborate while using and practicing
the target language. Students learn more by working with
different people, rather than the same friend each time.
One way to achieve this is by giving students a word or
picture card and asking them to find another student with
the same card. Students with matching cards will work
together in the activity.

Explore Language
Lesson Objectives
• to learn how to use too and enough
• to practice vocabulary to describe art
Materials
Audio Tracks 12 and 13; three or four pictures to show
students (Warm Up, WU)

Warm Up
Show students three or four different kinds of picture (e.g. a
portrait, a wildlife picture, and a landscape). Ask students Do
you like the pictures? Why or why not? Then have students vote
for their favorite picture.
A

•

•

TRACK
TRACK 12
12 TB p. 214 Listen and read. Which picture do
Larry and Poppy like best?
Ask students what they can see in the picture and what
they think the children are doing (comparing different
versions of the same picture on the computer). Establish
that one of the children is from p. 12. Play the audio and
have students follow the dialogue in their books.
Ask the gist question Which picture do Larry and Poppy like
best? and elicit the answer.

Answer
the last picture (bottom right)
B Look at A. Complete.
• Write or project the table onto the board. Tell students
that the sentences are all in the dialogue.
• Refer students to the first incomplete sentence in the table
and have them find it in the dialogue. Elicit the answer and
write it on the board.
• Have students work in pairs to complete the rest of the
table.
• Invite students to come to the board to write one word
each. Ask What kinds of words are “dark,” “big,” and “good”?
(adjectives)
• Refer students to the Grammar tip Remember. Point out
that too + adjective means the same as not + adjective +
enough. Write a sentence on the board and ask students
for another sentence with the same meaning, using either
too or enough; for example, It’s not big enough. (It’s too
small.) / I’m too short. (I’m not tall enough.)
Answers
too; big; enough; close
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Practice Resource Bank: Grammar Printout
Student’s App: Grammar Practice

C Think and discuss. Then choose.
• Give students time to read the sentences, think about
their answers, and compare ideas with a friend. Tell them
they can look at the table and at the dialogue to help them
circle the correct options. Then check answers as a class.
Answers
1 more 2 less
D

TB p. 214 Listen and say.
• Play the audio and have students raise their hands when
they hear too and enough.
• Play the audio again, pausing after each sentence, and have
students listen and repeat. For ideas on how to vary drills,
see TB p. 23.
E Read and choose.
• Refer students to the first sentence and the example
answer. Ask students if too dirty means more or less dirty
than they want (more—so they need to wash it).
• Have students complete the activity individually and then
compare their answers in pairs.
• Check answers as a class.
TRACK 13

Answers
1 too dirty 2 isn’t big enough 3 ’s too small
4 ’s too expensive 5 not thin enough
F Are the objects right for the mobile? Look, choose,
and say.
• Ask students to say what they can see in the pictures and
elicit the numbered items.
• Give students time to think and then have them discuss
their ideas with a partner. Encourage them to use too and
enough and the words in the box to express their ideas.
• Ask for ideas from the class.
Suggested Answers
1 It’s too heavy. / It’s not light enough. 2 It’s too small. /
It isn’t big enough. 3 It’s small enough. / It isn’t too big.
(It’s a good choice.) 4 It’s too big. / It isn’t small enough.
5 It’s light enough. / It isn’t too heavy. (It’s a good choice.)
6 It’s too wet. / It isn’t dry enough. 7 It’s too dirty. / It
isn’t clean enough. 8 It’s small/dry enough. / It isn’t too
big/wet. (It’s a good choice.)

Cool Down
Ask students to imagine making a mobile with objects or
items they can find in the classroom, in nature, or in their
home. Write each place on the board as the center of a
different spidergram. Invite students to come to the board
and write the name of an object around each place.
Ask students if they think any of the items are not suitable,
and encourage them to explain, using too or enough.

Unit 1 Let’s Start with Art
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Lesson 5 Walkthrough: Take the Stage / Talk About It

The first productive skills lesson is dedicated to speaking and functional language. Take the Stage lessons present and practice a
presentation. Talk About It lessons present and practice a conversation. The productive task is modeled by a child or children in
a video, which shows the students what they are going to do themselves and helps to bring the language alive. Ideally the video
should be watched in class. However, if this isn’t possible, use the Flipped Classroom Approach (see TB p. 15).
Building students’ confidence in speaking is a key part of the language-learning classroom and the activities are carefully staged to
help them analyze the language, brainstorm their own ideas, and plan what they will say. Performing successfully, in a conversation
or a presentation, helps ensure learners are receptive to future learning.
Activity A Video Showcase
The video models the spoken practice students will do
later on in the lesson. There is a gist question on the page
and additional comprehension questions can be found
in the digital ETB. The digital ETB also provides a Video
Focus idea in every speaking lesson.
There is a Watch callout question which encourages
students to notice something about the model
presentation/conversation in the video (e.g. body language).
This feature is often picked up in the Reflect callout. Notes
for the Watch callout are provided in the ETB.
Activity B Functional Language
Functional language is highlighted for students to notice.
Students can try to do the activity in the book from
memory first and then check their answers when you
replay the video. Giving students a critical thinking task,
such as analyzing and categorizing the key phrases, will
help them to prepare for structuring their presentation or
conversation later in the lesson.
International English
This feature exposes students to differences in vocabulary,
language, and spelling between American (US) English and
British (UK) English. Establish with the students that the
flag with the stars and stripes is for the USA and the one
with the crosses is for the UK, and that English is spoken in
both countries. Remind them that while this is true, some
words are different and some words are pronounced
the same, but spelled differently. Equally, some words
are spelled the same and pronounced differently! Tell
students that they will see American English words used
in this course, but that British English is also correct. It is
important that while they are aware of the differences, you
and they choose one variety to use, especially in exams.
Pronunciation
Pronunciation activities in the Language Book are about
communicating clearly and intelligibly. Students will practice
saying sounds and words accurately, by copying you, their
teacher, and by listening to and repeating the audio. The
sounds featured here have been chosen because they are
difficult for many non-native speakers and may require
additional practice. Students are then encouraged to identify
other words with the same sounds and practice saying them.
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Activity C Planning
The planning stage of the lesson allows students to
brainstorm lots of ideas before having to speak. Activity
C helps them prepare their ideas before organizing them
in D. You could use a cooperative learning routine to
encourage students to generate ideas (see TB p. 20).
Activity D Preparation
Students use their ideas from C to prepare a presentation/
conversation, guided by the template provided in the
book. Students will prepare presentations individually and
conversations in pairs. Often students are asked to choose
one or two ideas to take forward from C. Encouraging
students to make choices is an important part of this
course, because it promotes engagement and critical
thinking.
At this level, students are encouraged to write notes
to prepare for a presentation, rather than writing the
presentation out in full.
Activity E Practice & Production
This is the productive activity when all students get the
chance to speak. For the Presentation lessons, choose a
few students each lesson to perform to the class—keep a
record so each student gets a chance to perform over the
course of the year. If students don’t perform to the whole
class, have them perform to each other in small groups.
Encourage students to show appreciation for each other’s
efforts, e.g. by clapping or saying Good job!
For the conversation lessons, it is enough that they have the
conversation with a friend; they don’t need to perform it.
The activity ends with a Reflect callout feature for students
to think about how they did and circle. Encourage them to
be honest here and tell them that it is easy to forget to do
things when we are nervous, but that speaking gets easier
with practice! Notes for the Reflect callout are provided in
the digital ETB.
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TB p. 214 Listen and say.
Hold up your right hand and ask Left hand or right hand?
Elicit right. Write it on the board and say right. Have
students repeat the word. Ask if they can hear the g
and h in the middle of the word (no—they are silent
letters in this word).
Play the audio and have students repeat the words.
Repeat if necessary.
Say These words are used in the video. What other words
do you know with these sounds? Have students discuss in
pairs to try to remember any other words they know
that also have a silent gh. Write these on the board and
drill all the words at the end.

TRACK 14

Lesson Objectives
Objectives
Lesson

Suggested Answers
eight, night, neighbor, through, high
C Plan. Choose two pictures in this book. Then complete.

• Tell students they are going to plan their own conversation
about pictures.

• Draw or project the table onto the board. Show students

•

a picture you chose from the Language Book and ask
them to help you by suggesting reasons why you might like
it. Complete the table with these opinions.
Now have students choose two pictures they either like
or dislike from the Language Book and have them work
individually to complete the table with information about
the two pictures they have chosen.

D Prepare notes for your conversation. Use your ideas
from C and phrases from B.
• Play the video again as a model.
• Then do an example conversation with the class, using
your plan. Build up the conversation by making notes of
students’ suggestions on the board. Ask questions to help,
e.g. Do you like the picture? Why? Do you agree or disagree?
• Have students work in pairs to prepare their conversation.
They can choose two or three pictures from their plans to
talk about.
E Practice with a friend.
• Have students practice their conversation with their
partner as many times as they need to. Remind them
to take turns, listen when their partner is speaking, and
nod their head to agree or shake their head to disagree.
Encourage them to show their partner the pictures in their
books as they talk about them. Monitor and provide praise
and help as needed.

Cool Down
Ask pairs if they agreed on a picture that they both liked.
Make a list of these pictures on the board and have a vote for
the class’s favorite picture.

Practice Student’s App: Speaking Skills Practice; Speaking Video
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Lesson 6 Walkthrough: Write About It

The second productive skills lesson focuses on the mechanics of writing, e.g. punctuation, word-building, and sentence-building.
There is always a model text, as well as a brainstorm/planning stage, for the final production task. The structure of the lesson is
similar to Lesson 5.
Activity A Contextualized Writing Mechanics
Activity A presents the lesson’s writing focus through a
model text. It is important to ask students comprehension
questions to ensure they have understood the text, since
they will be expected to produce their own writing based
on this model by the end of the lesson. Some additional
comprehension questions are provided in the digital
ETB. The teaching notes take an inductive approach, by
encouraging students to look at the model and notice
the mechanic.
Activity B Controlled Practice
Activity B builds on A by having students practice using
the target writing mechanic. Encourage them to use the
model in A as a guide.
Activity C Planning
Activity C teaches students to brainstorm and plan before
writing by providing a graphic organizer to help students
collate their ideas. Stronger students can be given the
Challenge printout from the Resource Bank which has
another column/section to complete.

Activity D Production: Writing Task
Activity D is the productive writing task. Encourage
students to do a draft version, then either peer or selfcorrect, before writing their final version, since research
shows that feedback is more useful between drafts and it
gets students into the habit of self-correcting. As well as
the Challenge printout mentioned for C, there are two
other writing printouts, which can be downloaded and
printed from the Resource Bank: the standard template
can be used by most students for their final written piece.
Less-confident students can have the Support printout
which gives them more scaffolding to complete the same
task as the rest of the class. Stronger students should
be encouraged to expand on the model given in A by
recycling language from previous lessons and giving more
examples where relevant.
As with the Speaking lesson, there is a Reflect callout,
which relates to the mechanic explored in A and B. Focus
on this callout before students write their final draft
and give students time to self-correct their work where
necessary. Notes are provided in the digital ETB.
Cool Down
Cool Down activities give closure to the lesson. They are
designed to get students thinking about what they learned
and might include a game to review new language and
concepts, or provide an opportunity to share classwork
completed during the lesson.

Write About It
Lesson Objectives
• to learn how to identify and use different parts of
speech

• to plan and write two cinquain poems
Materials
(Optional) a simple poem to recite to the class (WU);
colored pens/pencils; (optional) Challenge, Standard, and
Support writing printouts from the Resource Bank, one
per student (Activities C and D)

Warm Up

Ask students if they know any poems by heart either in their
own language or in English. Invite volunteers to recite a poem
they know (in any language). Alternatively, recite a simple
poem and ask students what they liked or disliked about it.
A Read the poems. Circle the nouns, adjectives,
and verbs.
• Have students look quickly at the poems and say how
we can see they are poems even before we read (short
lines, no punctuation at the ends of the lines, each new
line starts with a capital letter). You can point out that not
all poems are like this, but many are. Ask students Which
poem is about the countryside? Which poem is about the city?
• Check students know what a noun is: something that is an
object, a person, a thing, or a place—something we can
use as a subject. Have students find and circle all the nouns
with a blue pen/pencil. Check answers, then repeat this for
the adjectives and verbs. Check the meaning of each first:
adjectives describe nouns, and verbs describe actions or
events. Have students circle each group using a different
color: adjectives in red and verbs in green (or other colors
they may have). Ask students what words are not circled
in each poem (in the and with). Point out how easy it is to
make a poem just by joining nouns, adjectives, and verbs
together.
• Finally, have students read the poems again and decide
which one they prefer. Take a vote with a show of hands
for the class favorite.
Answers
Flowers
Nouns:
colors, field, poppies
Adjectives: big, red
Verbs:
blowing, smiling,
dancing,
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Rain
people, umbrellas
quiet, soft, wet
falling, dripping,
splashing, walking

Practice Student’s App: Writing Practice

B Follow the instructions. Complete the poem.
• Read each line of the instructions and ask students to give
the corresponding lines from the poems in A.
• Highlight the title “The Beach” and have students close
their eyes and imagine being on a beach. Say What words
does it make you think of?
• Elicit possible adjectives to complete line 2 of the poem
in B. Then have students complete their poems individually.
Remind them to refer to the instructions. Encourage
them to be creative and write something different from
their friends!
• Have students compare their finished versions with a
friend. Check if they followed the instructions correctly.
Ask if any students would like to read their poem to
the class.
C Plan. Think about writing poems. Choose two titles
and complete.
• Tell students they now have a chance to write two of
their own cinquain poems. Point out that two possible
titles have been provided, “School” and “Art” but that
they can also think of their own title for the third column.
Brainstorm some ideas and write their suggestions on
the board.
• Tell students to plan one poem on either school or art and
one poem on a topic of their choice. Have them follow
the instructions in B to complete the table for their two
poems. Encourage them to think about the topics they’re
writing about and to be as creative as possible. Challenge
printouts can be handed out at this point.
D Write your two poems.
• Have students use their plan in C to write a rough draft of
each poem in their notebook.
• Have students self-correct or exchange their work with a
friend and peer-correct. You can put a checklist of points
for students to look out for on the board (e.g. spelling;
commas; capital letters; correct use of nouns, adjectives,
and verbs).
• Have students correct any mistakes and write their final
poems neatly on paper or on the Support and Standard
printouts from the Resource Bank. Allow them time to
illustrate their poems.

Cool Down
Have students read their poems to the class, without saying
the title. Then ask the other students to guess what the
title is.

Unit 1 Let’s Start with Art
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Lesson 7 Walkthrough: Think It Over

The final lesson in the Language Book encourages students to reflect on what they have learned and what they want to explore
further. Students are not expected to articulate all their ideas in English. It is important that the students reflect for themselves
rather than being told what they studied, as this gives them another opportunity to develop as independent thinkers while also
beginning to take responsibility for their learning and learning styles. This lays the groundwork for Assessment for Learning and
Learning to Learn approaches. At this level, their responses will help you to adapt future lessons to suit your learners’ needs and to
make targeted suggestions for further practice.
What did I do?
This question focuses students on the activities they
completed during the unit, both in and outside of the
Language Book. Help them to recognize that they are
able to do a lot of different things, and bring in props to
trigger memories.
Encourage students to make a personal and creative
response to the question by choosing activities independently
to draw or write about. This allows you to see what
students found interesting and challenging, and what they
feel they’ve achieved. Ask students to think about why they
enjoyed certain activities and didn’t enjoy others. Ask them
how they felt when they were doing something they found
difficult and how they felt when they had finished the task.
What did I learn?
The purpose of this question is to find out what students
think they have learned, rather than what you think they
have learned. Explain that ideas can be content-related, as
well as to do with language. In early units, brainstorm ideas
on the board for students to choose from or to help them
think of others. In later units, have students discuss their
ideas in pairs, but be careful not to pair quieter students
with dominant ones, as it is important for each student to
have the opportunity to make a personal response. The
digital ETB provides differentiation activities to support
this question.
How did I learn? / What was my favorite part?
These two questions alternate across the units. Their
purpose is to help students to begin to identify personalized
learning strategies.
For How did I learn? encourage students to think about
what helped them to remember something, e.g. repeating
something a lot of times in a drill or through a cooperative
learning routine, using the Student’s App on Navio at
home, or creating a mental picture of the vocabulary.
What was my favorite part? gets students to personalize
their learning. Encourage them to notice that our favorite
part is often the way we learn best. Have students think
about how they can make the learning more enjoyable for
themselves. This helps them to start taking responsibility
for their personal learning journey.
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How well did I do?
This question asks students to evaluate their own progress.
However, answers will only be valuable if students feel
they can be honest. You may find it helpful to explain
what it means to analyze ourselves and to provide some
concrete examples to help them understand, e.g. If you can
remember 20 words, color in the paint pot with five brushes. If
you can remember one or two, color in the paint pot with one
brush. Let them know that it’s OK to color in the first paint
pot; it just means they need to do more practice. You can
suggest targeted practice to suit different students’ needs,
such as the grammar printouts from the Resource Bank or
the Student’s App on Navio.
What can I do next?
Encourage students to think of all the different ways
they can continue their English learning journey outside
of the classroom, including use of new media, e.g. apps,
video games, vlogs. Brainstorm ideas as a class. In Units 1
and 2, you can use the suggested words as prompts.
Encourage students to be creative with their ideas and to
make suggestions based on the things they identified as
enjoyable. Follow up in the next lesson by asking questions,
e.g. What did your mom say when you sang the song? Tell me
about the English movie you watched.
Looking Forward
This features a teaser question about the next unit,
which also shows how people are linked in different
ways through different activities and roles in their lives.
Brainstorm possible answers and review these predictions
in the first lesson of the next unit to see who was correct.
Further Review & Recycling
Regular recycling of new language helps increase exposure
and build confidence and understanding.
Put It Together communicative games come after every
two units, providing an opportunity to review and recycle
the language learned in the previous lessons. These fun
activities are designed to encourage students to use the
language in context and to want to play again and again.
Plays review and recycle language from Units 1–5 and
Units 6–10 in amusing contexts, which could be used as
mid-year or end-of-year performance pieces.

Think It Over
Lesson Objectives
• to review what has been learned in the unit
• to reflect on the unit and their own progress
• to think about learning strategies and how to continue
learning at home

Warm Up

Spell out words from either pp. 10–11 or p. 14. Spell them
quite quickly. As soon as students recognize what the word
is, they raise their hands. When the majority of students have
their hands raised, ask what the word is and then ask if it is a
type of art or a word used to describe art. Suggested words:
sculpture (type), detailed (describe), bright (describe), portrait
(type), collage (type), sketch (type)
Read the questions and draw or write your answers.
• Give students time to think about and discuss activities in
the unit before they complete each question. Explain that
they can choose to either write a few words or sentences
or to draw a picture. Allowing students to make a personal
response will help them retain knowledge and engage with
the learning points.
What did I do?
• Give students a few minutes to look back through the unit
at the different activities they did. Ask questions about
the unit or write questions on the board for students to
discuss in pairs or small groups; for example, What did you
sing about? What stories did you read? Where did you hear
about paper art?
• Encourage students to identify something in the unit that
they found challenging or something that was particularly
memorable for them. Students can draw or write about
their chosen activity.
What did I learn?
• Have students talk to a partner about what they
remember from the unit—stories, words, phrases, people,
types of art.
• Ask questions about the unit to help students think about
what they learned; for example, What did you learn about
having a conversation in English? Can you make new questions
or answers? What did you learn about art in different
countries? What did you learn about writing in English? What
else did you learn? Elicit ideas from the class and discuss
them together.
• Encourage students to draw a picture or write sentences
about their learning outcomes.
• Have students talk to a friend about what they think they
have learned.

Practice Resource Bank: Unit Test
Student’s App: Vocabulary and Grammar Review

How did I learn?
• Ask students how they learned the artwork words in
Lesson 1. Elicit ideas (by seeing the words next to the
pictures, by doing the visualization activity, by hearing the
words in the story, by doing a writing or speaking activity).
• Then ask students about Lesson 3. Encourage students to
think about the pronunciation and spelling of the words
they learned in this lesson. Ask What helps you remember
how to say/spell these words?
• Have students draw or write about the activities that
helped them learn. Then have them compare their
answers in pairs and think about what was similar and
what was different in how they learned. Ask do we all learn
in the same way?
How well did I do?
• Ask students to color in the number of paint pots that
represents how well they think they learned the content
(i.e. the more pots they color, the more they feel they have
learned). Ask What do you understand? What do you need
to practice more? Encourage students to look back through
the unit to see how much they remember, what they did
well, and what they found difficult.
What can I do next?
• Brainstorm ideas with the class about what they can do
to continue to learn (e.g. watch the videos again, sing the
song again, talk about pictures they like or don’t like, write
another poem). Encourage them to suggest their own
ideas for different activities they can do.
• Draw students’ attention to the options in the box.
Encourage students to think about what they can do at
home to improve their English using the verbs in the box
as prompts, for instance, read the stories or poems again,
practice using the new words to describe things at home
or pictures on websites, listen to English on TV, and act
out the dialogues with friends.
• Ask students to choose one or more activities from the list
(read, practice, listen, act out) that they will do to practice
their English.
• Once students have completed the page in their books,
have them discuss with a friend what they drew or wrote.
Did they choose the same activities or different ones?
• Ask students if there is one activity from the unit that they
would like to repeat now.

Looking Forward

• Draw students’ attention to the character at the bottom

of the page. Ask Who’s this? and elicit what they remember
about her. (Poppy discussed pictures with Larry in Explore
Language 2.) Ask Which after-school club do you think she
goes to? Encourage students to make predictions about
Poppy’s after-school club and what Unit 2 will be about.
Tell students they will find out in the first lesson of the
next unit.
Unit 1 Let’s Start with Art
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Lesson 1 Walkthrough: Get Ready to Read

There are two sections to this lesson: Section 1 is always a Visible Thinking Routine (VTR) (see TB p. 20). Section 2 contains prereading activities and previews a reading skill which will be explored in more detail in later lessons. The teaching notes on this page
are flexible, so you can tailor lessons to suit your learners. You can either choose to do the VTR and pre-reading activities in one
lesson, or alternately spend longer developing the VTR discussion and start the next lesson with the pre-reading activities, then go
straight into the reading. There is no Cool Down activity in the main teaching notes, but an extension activity provided in the ETB
may be used as a Cool Down.
Warm Up
Warm Up activities are designed to generate interest
in the topic and activate schema to help students make
connections between their own experiences and the
readings. Activities are purposely not vocabulary-focused
to give the Literacy Book a distinct first language (L1) feel.
The ETB provides a quick Two-Minute Review activity for
each Lesson 1, which provides a link between the previous
unit and the existing unit. You can choose to do both the
Two-Minute Review and the Warm Up or just one or the
other, to suit the needs of your class.
Activities A, B, C Visible Thinking Routine: See, Think,
Wonder / Think, Pair, Share / Step Inside / Question Starts
Activities A, B, and C relate to a Visible Thinking Routine
(VTR). Each routine uses a striking image connected to the
unit’s topic to foster thoughtful and constructive classroom
discussions.
For See, Think, Wonder, allow students to think silently for
one minute at each step of the routine. Then take ideas
from the class. After the first flurry of ideas, encourage
students to keep looking and to see more things. Explore
the difference between students seeing on their own and
seeing things together (group discovery). You can allow
some discussion in L1 here, but try to re-formulate the
students’ ideas into simple English. Avoid leading students
to an answer by keeping supporting questions open, e.g.
What (else) do you see / think / wonder about the picture?
What colors / shapes do you see? Why do you think that?
For Think, Pair, Share, Step Inside, and Question Starts give
students a minute to look at the picture and encourage
them to think about what they can see. Have them share
their ideas and write useful words on the board. This
provides students with a bank of vocabulary to draw
on during the discussion part of the routine. Make sure
students have enough time to think about their own ideas
before they discuss in pairs or groups, as this will lead to a
richer discussion.
Model class discussions for each of the VTRs are provided
in the teaching notes. When students are sharing their
ideas, encourage other students to say if they agree or
not, using language like: Us too. / We agree. / We have a
different idea. / Really? / Good question! They should also feel
able to guide the discussion by asking questions, such as
Why do you say that? Make sure you write down students’
questions and ideas on construction paper or post-it
notes, so you can revisit them later on in the unit.
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Transition
The Transition is a discussion question or questions
designed to move you smoothly between the two sections
of this lesson (VTR and pre-reading activities). This helps
students make connections between the ideas they
explored in the VTR and the reading. Alternately, you can
use this question as a Warm Up, if you decide to start the
pre-reading activities in the next lesson.
Activity D Activate Schema
Activity D poses a discussion question for students to
apply the work they did in the VTR even more closely to
the unit’s topic. Have students discuss the question in pairs
before sharing their ideas as a class. You can write up their
ideas and suggestions in graphic organizers on the board,
to develop critical thinking skills.
Activity E Skill Preview
Activity E previews the unit’s reading skill. This will be
addressed fully in the second Get Ready to Read lesson.
You are not expected to actively teach the skill in Lesson 1.
The goal is to introduce the concept gently and attune
students to look for and/or use it as they read.

Literacy
Get Ready to Read
Lesson Objectives
• to activate prior knowledge about art
• to encourage students to observe and interpret
•

through a See, Think, Wonder Visible Thinking Routine
(VTR)
to preview the reading skill of identifying facts and
opinions

Materials
(Optional) VTR printout from the Resource Bank
(Activities A, B, C)

Warm Up
Ask students to raise their hands if they enjoy art. Elicit
different types of art (e.g. painting or drawing pictures, taking
pictures, making models or sculptures) and which ones they
have tried. Ask Do you prefer looking at pictures or paintings?
Do you know the names of any famous artists?

See, Think, Wonder
A Look at the picture. What do you see?
Students are going to do a See, Think, Wonder VTR to
explore the image of a painting.
• Ask students What do you see? Give them a minute to look
at the picture. Then elicit one or two examples using the
phrase I see … before asking students to share in small
groups or pairs. Then share ideas as a class. Make sure
students limit their answers to what is visible, not how they
interpret it.
Here’s an example of this part of the routine.
Teacher: What do you see?
Student A: I see a boy and a light.
Teacher: Tell us more about the light. What can
you see?
Student A: It’s really big. The boy is touching the glass.
Student B: There are butterflies.
Teacher: Great. What else do you see?
Student B: He’s in a forest. It’s dark!
B What do you think?
• Say I think the boy is very small. What do you think about the
picture? Elicit a response from a student. Then ask What
makes you say that? and encourage the student to give
a reason.
• Give students one to three minutes to think about the
picture silently. Then have students work in small groups to
share their ideas before sharing as a class. Encourage them
to give reasons for their answers and provide language
help when needed.

UN

IT

1

Here’s an example of this part of the routine.
Teacher: What do you think?
Student A: I think this is a dream.
Teacher: What makes you say that?
Student A: (It looks like) the light is flying!
Teacher: What else do you think?
Student B: I think the light is hot.
Student C: I don’t think so. His hand isn’t burned.
C What do you wonder?
• Say I wonder why the boy is so small. Then ask students
What do you wonder? What questions do you have? Give
them one minute to think silently.
• Have students discuss their ideas in groups or as a class.
Allow students to be creative and accept all their ideas.
Here’s an example of this part of the routine.
Teacher: What do you wonder?
Student A: (I wonder) who the boy is.
Teacher: Good question. What do you think?
Student A: Maybe he’s from the future!
Student B: He might be an alien!
Teacher: OK, what else do you wonder?
Student C: Does a giant own the light?

Transition
Ask students if they have ever painted a picture like this. Ask
Do you like it? Do you prefer simple paintings or ones with a lot of
things happening? Have them discuss in small groups.
D Think and discuss. When do you draw pictures and when
do you take photos? Why?
• Have students think about the last time they drew a
picture or took a photo. Ask them to think about where
they were, and why they drew the picture / took the
photo. Have students discuss in pairs.
E Read. Then underline the facts and circle the opinions.
This activity previews the reading skill of understanding
facts and opinions.
• Tell students the picture shows Emil, who appears in the
next story. Refer students to the text. Have them work
in pairs to underline the facts and circle the opinions.
• To check answers, project the text onto the board. Invite
students to underline a fact or circle an opinion.
Answers
Facts: I’ve run out of paint!; It’s cheap and she has so
many colors.
Opinion: Mrs. Blanche has the best paint.

Now read True Colors
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Lesson 2 Walkthrough: Reading 1, Fiction

The reading lessons aim to support the development of literacy and to foster a love of reading, to encourage students to become
lifelong readers.
There is one fictional and one nonfictional text in each unit. Fictional texts are laid out to emulate storybooks inspired by ESL/L1
materials and expose students to language in context, which may be slightly above level. This is because research shows that with
the right support, reading slightly above level can significantly improve overall reading skills.
Nonfictional texts give students a chance to learn new concepts and vocabulary, as well as broaden their view of the world. They
also often appeal to reluctant readers. Nonfictional texts are laid out to look like nonfiction books, websites, and articles to give a
realistic and aspirational feel to the book.
Warm Up
This Warm Up allows you to review the ideas generated
at the end of the previous lesson in preparation for the
reading. Alternately, if you are carrying the lesson straight
on from the previous page, use this activity to transition
between the pre-reading and reading part of the lesson.
Reading Approach
First Reading: Engage with the Text
The purpose of the first reading stage is to engage
students and help them become familiar with the text.
This sets the scene for the comprehension and analysis
work that will come next. Before they read, encourage
students to identify things in the pictures that they find
interesting, surprising, or unusual. Engagement is more
important than vocabulary at this stage, so it’s fine for
students to point if they are unable to name what they see.
For this first exposure to the text read it out loud, play the
video, or have students listen to the audio and follow along
in their books. To help students feel comfortable and enjoy
watching/listening to the story, have everyone seated in a
circle at the front of the class. This is a great opportunity
for students to see and hear how to read fluently and with
expression, so if you are reading, use character voices and
facial expressions where appropriate. Pause only to ask
prediction questions, which can help to motivate students
and encourage them to want to find out what happens
next. Do not spend time analyzing the language at this
point; full comprehension is not necessary for students to
enjoy a text.
Words in Context, see TB p. 56.
Second Reading: Analyze the Text & Features
Ensure students get to explore the text in a variety of
ways to keep them motivated and active participants
in the learning process. If you read the text out loud in
the first reading stage, have students read chorally in the
second stage, or have them read silently with or without
the audio.
The purpose of the second reading stage is to analyze the
text and features using basic comprehension questions
provided in the teaching notes and the callout questions
from the colored boxes in the Literacy Book.
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The teaching notes tell you the purpose of the questions,
e.g. gist, detail, making connections, personalization, fact,
language focus and give ideas about how to exploit them.
One reading in each unit includes a Text Focus point
written in blue, often with arrows pointing to the area
of the text being highlighted. The teaching notes provide
support to help you address these Text Focus points
as part of the second reading stage. There is usually an
additional extension activity in the digital ETB to give
students additional practice.
Third Reading: Interact with the Text
The third reading stage gives students the chance to
interact with the text on a more personal level. Activities
include discussion and role-play to encourage further
exploration of character or plot, or text analysis, e.g,
summarizing, writing captions, and diagram construction to
compare and contrast information.
The video or Story Player is available on the Student’s App
on Navio for students to watch again at home.
International English
This feature exposes students to differences in vocabulary,
language, and spelling between American (US) English and
British (UK) English. Establish with the students that the
flag with the stars and stripes is for the USA and the one
with the crosses is for the UK, and that English is spoken in
both countries. Remind them that while this is true, some
words are different, and some words are pronounced the
same, but spelled differently. Tell students that they will
see American English words used in this course, but that
British English is also correct. It is important that while they
are aware of the differences, you and they choose one
variety to use, especially in exams.
To make the most of this feature, set up a class ebook
where students can add the international English words
and phrases as they appear in the book. This could be a
wiki or shared document that students can access and
edit at home. They could also find an image to illustrate
the word. At various points during the year, have a quiz
to see how many British and American English words
students remember.

Fiction:
Fiction: True
True Colors—Fantasy
Colors—Fantasy
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choice (p. 10) Ask students if the word is a noun/thing
or a verb/action (a noun). Ask What verb is it related to?
(choose) Ask students to finish the definition: Your choice is
the thing that you … (choose).
croissant (p. 11) Have students find and point to
the croissant in the picture. Ask if they have ever tried a
croissant and if they know which country croissants come
from (France).
exclaims (p. 12) Ask Is it a noun or a verb? (a verb)
What does the verb do here? (It tells us how Emil speaks.)
How does Emil feel when he exclaims “This is amazing!”?
(excited)
Second Reading: Analyze the Text and Features
• Have students read the story silently. To keep them
focused, ask them to look for a phrase that they think says
something about Emil’s character. Elicit suggestions.
• Ask some questions to check comprehension; for example,
What does the True Colors paint do? (It makes the paintings
into real objects.) What does Emil like doing with his new
paint? (helping people)
• Discuss the questions in the green boxes.
• Language Focus (p. 13): What does He saves the day
mean? Ask students if they can give an explanation of
the phrase. If they are having difficulty, ask Were things
good or bad before he used his True Colors? How about
after?
• Personalization (p. 15): When you finish a piece of art,
are you always happy with it? Ask students the question
and have them raise their arms to indicate yes and
lower their arms to indicate no. Have students discuss
in pairs why they are sometimes not happy with their
piece of art and what they do.
• Discuss the text focus: Why do you think the author chose
to make this fantasy story happen in a real-life setting instead
of a fictional one? Give students some thinking time, then
have them discuss their ideas in pairs.

International English
Point to the flags and elicit that apartment is American English
and flat is British English. Ask Which word do we use? Point out
that apartment is also sometimes used in British English.
Third Reading: Interact with the Text
• Play the audio again and have students repeat the direct
speech in the story with appropriate intonation.
• Then have students take turns to read sections of the text
in pairs.

Cool Down
Ask students what part of the story they liked best and why.
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Lesson 3 Walkthrough: Explore the Reading

This lesson allows students to explore the previous text further with comprehension, analysis and discussion activities.
Activity A Reading Comprehension
Start this lesson with oral comprehension questions to
remind students about the text. Have a Group Time
discussion about the story (see TB p. 21). The teaching
notes suggest Wh- questions you can ask to help students
to remember the gist and details of the reading (who,
where, what, when, why). Play the video to review the story
if you don’t want to read the text as a class again.
The lesson then moves on to a heads-down activity which
allows you to check students’ understanding of the reading.
If there are areas that you find students don’t understand,
you can return to the text and address these before
moving on to the analysis part of the lesson.
Activity B Analysis
Activity B is an age-appropriate analysis task, which
asks students to think critically about what they have
read and to consider the causes, problems, solutions, or
consequences. They will need to look back at the reading
to answer questions. Help students find a strategy for
doing this by encouraging them to look at the pictures and
scan the text for key words, rather than re-reading the
whole text again.

Activity C/D Post-reading Discussion, Writing & SEL
One activity in each fiction Explore the Reading lesson
has a SEL competency focus. Productive think and write
or discuss questions are designed to help students
make connections between the text and their own
knowledge and understanding of the world through a
SEL competency. There are often opportunities here for
critical literacy, as students can be encouraged to consider
the point of view of different characters.

Explore the Reading
Lesson Objectives
• to understand and analyze True Colors through reading
comprehension activities

• to explore the SEL competency of developing

relationship skills by providing help to those who need it

• to make a personal connection to the reading
Warm Up

Read the first part of some phrases from the story
(pp. 10–15) and have students find and call out the second
half of the sentence or phrase; for example, Have you run out
of … (paint again?) You should be careful … (with it.)
He decides to start … (a new painting.) Will it come …
(to life, too?) I told you to take … (the key).
A Read and write True or False.
• Help students remember the story by asking some
questions using the five Ws (where, who, why, what, when)
and how: Where does Emil find the True Colors paint? (in
the art supply store) Who is the owner of the store?
(Mrs. Blanche) Why is True Colors special? (It makes paintings
become real.) How does Emil use the special paint? (He helps
people.) What makes Emil happy at the end of the story? (His
neighbors like his paintings.)
• Refer students to the first sentence and example answer.
Ask them to find something in the text that shows that the
answer is false. (Mrs. Blanche uses his name, and Emil says,
“You know me too well!”)
• Have students complete the activity, compare their
answers with a friend, and say why they chose True
or False.
• Nominate individual students to read a sentence and say
True or False. Ask if everyone agrees.

C Think, draw, and write. How would you use True Colors
to help other people? Why?
This activity explores the SEL competency of developing
relationship skills by providing help to those who need it.
• Give your own example by drawing a quick picture on
the board and asking students to guess how to complete
the sentence; for example, draw a table with a big bowl of
pasta and a salad and your friend looking pleased. Elicit the
sentence I would paint a nice dinner for my friend, because
she’s always tired at the end of the day (or similar).
• Give students some thinking time to decide what they
would paint to help other people. Have them draw it in
the box, then complete the sentence.
• Have students compare their ideas in pairs or small groups.
Ask if any students would like to share their idea with
the class.
• Draw on the SEL competency of providing help to those
who need it. Ask students Who does Emil help in the story?
Is this usually a good way to make friends? Can you think of
a time you helped someone? What happened? How did you
feel? How else can you help other people? Why is it good to
help other people? Do a Think, Pair, Share routine to discuss
the questions (see TB p. 20).

Cool Down
Ask students to leave their books open showing their drawing
from C and invite students to walk around the class and look
at other students’ ideas. Ask them to look for an original
or interesting idea, a good picture, or the best way to help
someone. After a few minutes, ask students if they found any
of these things and which one they liked best.

Answers
1 False 2 False 3 True 4 False 5 True 6 True
B Read and match the sentences to the characters.
• Refer students to the characters and quickly review who
each one is. Tell them that the sentences are all things
the characters might say and that they should match the
sentences to the characters based on what they know
from the story.
• Have students complete the activity. Then project it
onto the board and have students come and draw lines
to match, or ask students to raise their hands to give a
number and letter.
Answers
1 b 2 d 3 e 4 a 5 f 6 c
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Lesson 4 Walkthrough: Get Ready to Read

This lesson provides pre-reading activities, including a reading skill focus, to prepare students for the second text.
Activity A Reading Skill Focus
The reading skill that was previewed in Lesson 1 is
explored and practiced here. The activity takes an
inductive approach to learning, with students being
encouraged to practice the reading skill and notice how it
can help them understand the reading before the skill is
named in the skills box.
Activity B Reading Skill Practice
Students practice the reading skill from Activity A before
they apply it to the forthcoming reading. When they have
finished, discuss what students think and encourage them
to say why they think it.

Activity C Pre-reading Discussion
The discussion question relating to the reading on the next
pages personalizes the learning and encourages students
become active participants. They either connect the
reading to their own lives or think and express opinions.
You can vary the activity by using a Think, Pair, Share VTR
or a Cooperative Learning Routine such as a Rally Robin
(see TB p. 20).
Cool Down
As in the Language Book, Cool Down activities give
closure to the lesson. They are designed to get students
thinking about what they learned and might include a
game to review reading skills or an activity to encourage
students to make a personal response to what they
have read.

Get Ready to Read

• Now have students complete the activity and compare

Lesson Objectives

• Invite students to read something they put in either the

• to review the reading skill of identifying facts and
opinions

• to activate prior knowledge about how art can help
people

Materials
Different genres of music (Activity C)

Warm Up
Pay some compliments to a few students in the class; for
example, I think you’re a kind person. Your writing is really neat.
Your backpack is a cool color! Then encourage students to
turn to the person or people next to them and pay them a
compliment about their clothes, hair, eyes, books, backpack,
achievements in class, abilities, or personality (where
appropriate).
Ask students Do you feel good now? It’s a great way to start the
day and make friends!
A Read and write Fact or Opinion.
Students are going to practice the reading skill of
identifying facts and opinions.
• Say You’re my English class, and you’re a great class! Ask
students which is a fact and which is an opinion. Ask them
if they used facts or opinions to say nice things to their
friends in the Warm Up.
• Give students some time to read the sentences and decide
if they are facts or opinions.
• To check answers, read the sentences and have students
raise their arms and say Fact! or lower their arms and
say Opinion!
• Have students read the skills box about facts and opinions.
Ask Why do you think it’s important to recognize the
difference between a fact and an opinion? Have students
discuss their ideas in small groups. Elicit some ideas.
Guide students to begin thinking about all the different
information they might read on websites, blogs, and so
on. Are these always completely fact-based? Learning to
question things when they read them and being able to
distinguish between facts and opinions is an important life
skill, as it will help students to make good decisions.
Answers
1 Fact 2 Fact 3 Opinion 4 Fact 5 Opinion
B Look at True Colors again. Find three facts and three
opinions about Emil and his art.
• Give students some time to look back at the story and find
either a fact or an opinion about Emil and his art. Ask for
one suggestion for a fact and one for an opinion and ask if
the others agree.
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their answers with a friend.

Facts or Opinions section without saying which it is.
Have the others call out Fact or Opinion and check that
everyone agrees.

Suggested Answers
Facts
1 Emil runs out of paint.
2 Emil paints a still life.
3 Emil helps the old man.
Opinions
1 Emil’s work is beautiful.
2 Helping people is fun.
3 The new paint is amazing.
C Think and discuss. How can art help people?
• Ask students to think of a way that art can help the person
who makes it and also how it can help the people who
experience it. Guide students to think about different
kinds of art (music, drawing, painting, sculpting, modeling,
writing, photography, etc) and to consider what kinds of
art they enjoy doing and how it makes them feel (both
while they are doing it and at the end). Encourage them
to think about how doing art helps them to express ideas
or emotions. Then have students think about how they
feel when they listen to a great piece of music, or look at a
beautiful painting. Does it inspire them or make them feel
happy/excited? Does it challenge them or make them want
to find out more about what the artist was thinking about?
• Bring some different genres of music into class and have
students listen and draw, write, or color how it makes
them feel. Have students talk about what they wrote or
drew with a friend. Encourage students to see how art can
develop ideas and imaginative thinking.
• Finally, ask students if they think art helps the people who
make it or the people who experience it more. Give
students some time to think and then discuss their ideas in
small groups.

Cool Down
Read some sentences about your school and have students
stand up if it is a fact or sit down if they think it is an opinion;
for example, This school is a great place to learn. (Opinion)
There are [number] classrooms in this school. (Fact) I love coming
to school. (Opinion) This school is bigger than my last school.
(Fact) The teachers are really nice here. (Opinion)

Now read My Guide to Photography
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Lesson 5 Walkthrough: Reading 2, Nonfiction

The structure of the reading lessons, whether fiction or nonfiction, allows students to be exposed to the text multiple times.
This helps them to connect oral and written forms, which is important for the development of reading skills. There is a focus on
reading for analysis and pleasure, rather than simple mechanics. Students will gain independence with each reading as you progress
through the course.
One reading lesson in each unit is supported by a video. Digital storytelling is helpful because it transcends language and culture
by engaging students in a way that is both visual and auditory, as well as textual. Learners can make connections to previous
experiences more easily, think critically about new information, and use their own knowledge to fill in any gaps in understanding.
Videos can be used as part of the overall reading strategy: as a way of engaging students with the text; as part of the process of
analysis; and as a tool to help them interact with the text on a more personal level. The digital ETB provides extension activities for
each video lesson. If you aren’t able to play the video in class, have students watch it at home prior to the lesson. See The Flipped
Classroom Approach, TB p. 15.
Warm Up
See TB p. 48.
Reading Approach
The three-step reading approach is the same for fictional
and nonfictional texts (see TB p. 50). The teaching
notes give many different ideas to use within these steps
throughout the course.
The digital ETB provides extension activities for checking
comprehension further, using the video, and highlighting
and exploiting each reading genre.

Words in Context
Each reading lesson has a Words in Context box which
pulls out certain key words from the text for students to
explore in greater detail. It is recommended you look at
these Words in Context after the students have read the
text at least once through. This is so that the first reading
can be about enjoyment and engagement, rather than
vocabulary learning. Don’t pre-teach these words; it is
more valuable to offer students strategies to help them
decode the meaning for themselves. Different strategies
are suggested in the notes, with more on TB p. 22.
Introduce a different strategy in each lesson and encourage
pairs to use a combination of strategies to help them
decode the words. It is fine for students to use L1 for this,
to enable them to express their thoughts and ideas clearly.
Ask students which strategies they used to help them
understand the new words.
Then ask questions (provided in the notes) to check
understanding and clarify meaning. Effectively you are
providing students with tools which will help them to
figure out the meaning of other unfamiliar words they
encounter in the future.
It should be noted that these words have been highlighted
to help students’ comprehension of the texts; they are not
part of the course’s key language and will not appear in any
assessment material.

Nonfiction:
Nonfiction: My
My Guide
Guide to
to
Photography—Instructional
Photography—Instructional Text
Text

horizontal/vertical (p. 19) Have students look at
the pictures. Ask them which one is longer from side to
side (horizontal) and which is longer from top to bottom
(vertical). Ask Which is better for taking a picture of a giraffe?
(vertical)

Lesson
Lesson Objectives
Objectives
to read
read an
an instructional
instructional text
text about
about photography
photography
•• to
to learn
learn about
about photography
photography through
through CLIL
CLIL (arts
(arts and
and
•• to

••

humanities):
humanities): exploring
exploring how
how to
to compose
compose and
and take
take aa
good
good photo
photo
to
to make
make aa personal
personal connection
connection to
to the
the reading
reading

Materials
Materials
Audio
Audio Tracks
Tracks 77 and
and 8;
8; Video;
Video; aa selection
selection of
of interesting
interesting
photos
photos (e.g.
(e.g. landscapes,
landscapes, portraits,
portraits, wildlife,
wildlife, buildings,
buildings,
sports,
sports, etc).
etc).

Warm
Warm Up
Up
Display
Display aa selection
selection of
of interesting
interesting photos.
photos. Give
Give students
students time
time
to
to circulate
circulate and
and look
look at
at them
them and
and then
then have
have them
them discuss
discuss in
in
pairs
pairs how
how each
each of
of the
the photos
photos makes
makes them
them feel.
feel.
TB
TB p.
p. 228
228 Reading
Reading Approach
Approach
First
First Reading:
Reading: Engage
Engage with
with the
the Text
Text
Have students
students look
look at
at the
the photos
photos in
in the
the reading
reading and
and say
say ifif
•• Have
they
they have
have taken
taken similar
similar ones.
ones. Are
Are their
their photos
photos as
as good
good as
as
the
the ones
ones on
on the
the pages?
pages?
Play the
the video
video to
to help
help students
students understand
understand the
the reading.
reading.
•• Play
Alternately,
Alternately, play
play the
the audio
audio and
and have
have students
students listen
listen
and
and read.
read.
After each
each tip,
tip, stop
stop the
the video
video and
and ask
ask students
students to
to say
say ifif
•• After
they
they think
think the
the tip
tip isis easy
easy or
or difficult
difficult to
to do.
do.
Then look
look at
at the
the Words
Words in
in Context.
Context.
•• Then
TRACK
TRACK 77

TB
TB p.
p. 228
228 Words
Words in
in Context
Context
Play
Play the
the audio
audio and
and have
have students
students repeat
repeat the
the words.
words.
Have
Have students
students race
race to
to find
find the
the words
words in
in the
the text.
text.
Tell
Tell students
students they
they can
can sometimes
sometimes use
use the
the sentence
sentence or
or
paragraph
paragraph before
before to
to guess
guess the
the meaning
meaning of
of the
the new
new
words
words (see
(see TB
TB p.
p. 22).
22). Have
Have them
them discuss
discuss their
their ideas
ideas
with
with aa partner,
partner, using
using L1
L1 ifif necessary.
necessary.
Then
Then bring
bring the
the class
class together
together and
and use
use these
these discussion
discussion
points
points to
to confirm
confirm the
the meanings.
meanings.

TRACK
TRACK 88

••
••
••

••

frame
frame (p.
(p. 18)
18) Ask
Ask students
students to
to find
find another
another way
way of
of
saying
saying “the
“the frame”
frame” in
in the
the same
same paragraph
paragraph (the
(the shape
shape of
of the
the
photograph).
photograph).
elements
elements (p.
(p. 18)
18) Ask
Ask ifif they
they can
can think
think of
of another
another
word
word to
to use
use in
in place
place of
of elements
elements here
here (things
(things or
or parts).
parts).

Second Reading: Analyze the Text and Features

• Play the audio and have students follow along in their

•

books. Ask some questions to check comprehension; for
example, Does Huan Chen like to have many things or few
things in her photos? (few)
Then discuss the questions in the green boxes.
• Personalization (p. 18): What kind of photos do you
usually take? Ask students to raise their hands if they
often take photos of people, places, nature, sports, or
something else and why.
• Personalization (p. 19): Do you prefer the horizontal or
the vertical photo? Ask students the question and have
them raise their hands for vertical and stretch their
hands out to the sides for horizontal. Take a vote and
then elicit reasons.
• CLIL Focus (p. 20): Do you have a photo that follows the
Rule of Thirds? Ask for a volunteer to explain the rule of
thirds. For homework, have students look for or take a
photo that they can display in the next lesson to show
this rule.
• Personalization (p. 22): Do you find tips useful, or do
you prefer to do things your own way? Ask students the
question and have them discuss it in pairs. Then tell
them to raise their arms to indicate that they find tips
useful and lower their arms to indicate they prefer to do
things their own way. Encourage them to give examples
to back up their opinions.

Third Reading: Interact with the Text
• Play the audio again and have students pretend they are
holding a camera and following each of Huan’s tips in
real time.

Cool Down
Ask students to look around the classroom and decide what
they would like to take a photo of. Ask them to decide which
tips can help them make their photo as good as possible.
Have students discuss in pairs.
Next Lesson: Ask students to bring in their favorite photo
and a photo that shows the rule of thirds for the next lesson.

zoom
zoom in
in (p.
(p. 19)
19) Ask
Ask IfIf you
you zoom
zoom inin on
on something
something inin your
your
photo,
photo, do
do you
you make
make itit look
look bigger
bigger or
or smaller?
smaller? (bigger)
(bigger) What
What
word
word gives
gives us
us aa clue?
clue? (close)
(close)
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Lesson 6 Walkthrough: Explore the Reading

This lesson follows the same structure as the first Explore the Reading lesson with comprehension, analysis, and discussion activities
to explore the second reading text. It also provides further practice of the reading skill.
Activity A Reading Comprehension
Before doing Activity A, have a team quiz, or group/
pair discussion with books closed to check students’
comprehension of the text. This can be a nice routine to
have at the beginning of each Explore the Reading lesson.
Activity B Text Analysis & Practice
This text analysis activity usually involves practicing the
unit reading skill. Have students answer the questions
individually first. Then they can look back on the reading in
pairs to check their answers.

Activity C/D Discussion, Writing & CLIL Focus
Productive think and write or discuss questions enable
students to learn about a subject area through the reading
and to see language used in a real-world context.
One activity in each nonfiction Explore the Reading lesson
has a CLIL focus. There are often extension ideas in the
ETB to explore this further.
Spelling Patterns
A spelling pattern box is always attached to one of the
Explore the Reading lessons in each unit. This highlights
a high-frequency letter combination with examples
taken from the previous reading. The spelling activity is
supported by audio, but the focus of the activity should
be on reading (there is targeted pronunciation work in the
Language Book). Students listen to a set of words with
a letter pattern, notice where those letters appear, and
complete the words to reinforce understanding. What
matters most at this stage is that students are actively
thinking about how written words are constructed.
The second part of the audio spells out each word,
allowing students to check and correct their spelling.
Students should be encouraged to read the words aloud
to establish a connection between the sound of the word
and the way it is written.
Finally, students find other words within the reading with
the same spelling patterns. Making connections with other
words, reinforces pattern recognition and helps students
learn to decode more effectively when reading. See
Spelling Patterns, TB p. 13.

Explore
Explore the
the Reading
Reading

• Discuss the sentences in more detail to further explore
the CLIL focus of the value of photos as art (not just
mementos).

Lesson
Lesson Objectives
Objectives

Answers
1 Opinion 2 Opinion 3 Fact 4 Fact 5 Opinion

tounderstand
understandand
andanalyze
analyzeMy
MyGuide
GuidetotoPhotography
Photography
•• to
through
throughreading
readingcomprehension
comprehensionactivities
activities

topractice
practicethe
thereading
readingskill
skillof
ofidentifying
identifyingfacts
factsand
and
•• to

opinions
opinions
tolearn
learnabout
aboutphotography
photographythrough
throughCLIL
CLIL(arts
(artsand
and
•• to
humanities):
humanities):exploring
exploringwhat
whatmakes
makesaagood
goodphoto
photo
tomake
makeaapersonal
personalconnection
connectionto
tothe
thereading
reading
•• to
toidentify
identifyand
andreproduce
reproducewords
wordswith
with–ent
–ent
•• to
Materials
Materials
Video;
Video;Audio
AudioTracks
Tracks77and
and9;9;aaselection
selectionof
ofthree
threeor
or
four
fourdifferent
differentphotos
photosto
toshow
showstudents
students(e.g.
(e.g.aamountain
mountain
landscape,
landscape,aaclose-up
close-upof
ofan
aninsect,
insect,aaportrait
portraitof
ofsomeone’s
someone’s
face,
face,or
oraablurry
blurrypicture
pictureof
ofaafast-moving
fast-movingcar)
car)(Activity
(ActivityC)
C)
TB
TB p.p. 228
228 Warm
Warm Up
Up
Ask
Askstudents
studentsififthey
theycan
canremember
rememberthe
thetips
tipsfrom
fromthe
theprevious
previous
lesson
lessonabout
abouttaking
takinggood
goodphotos
photos(don’t
(don’tworry
worryififthey
theydon’t
don’t
remember
rememberthe
theexact
exactwording).
wording).Write
Writethem
themon
onthe
theboard
boardand
and
ask
askififthey
theycan
canremember
rememberthe
theorder
orderthey
theycame
cameininininthe
thetext.
text.
Then
Thenplay
playthe
thevideo
videoor
oraudio
audioto
tosee
seeififthey
theyremembered
rememberedthe
the
tips
tipsand
andtheir
theirorder
ordercorrectly.
correctly.IfIfstudents
studentsbrought
broughtininphotos
photos
displaying
displayingthe
therule
ruleof
ofthirds,
thirds,display
displaythem
themon
onthe
thewall
walland
andgive
give
students
studentsaaminute
minuteto
tocirculate
circulateand
andlook
lookatateach
eachother’s
other’swork.
work.
TRACK
TRACK77

A
A Read
Read and
and choose
choose the
the answer.
answer.
•• Before
Beforestudents
studentsopen
opentheir
theirbooks,
books,find
findout
outwhat
whatthey
they
remember
rememberfrom
fromthe
thereading.
reading.Ask
AskHow
Howmany
manytips
tipsdid
didHuan
Huan
give?
give?(five)
(five)What
Whatdoes
doesshe
shecall
callthe
theshape
shapeofofthe
thephoto?
photo?
(the
(theframe)
frame)What
Whatdifferent
differentformats
formatscan
canyou
youuse
usefor
foryour
your
photos?
photos?(vertical
(verticalor
orhorizontal)
horizontal)Why
Whyshould
shouldwe
wefollow
followthe
the
rule
ruleofofthirds?
thirds?(to
(tomake
makephotos
photosmore
moreinteresting)
interesting)Where
Where
can
canyou
youput
putthe
thefocus
focusofofthe
thephoto?
photo?(in
(inthe
theforeground
foregroundor
or
the
thebackground)
background)
•• Refer
Referstudents
studentsto
tothe
theexample
examplequestion
questionand
andanswer,
answer,
and
andask
askthem
themto
tofind
findsomething
somethingininthe
thetext
textto
tojustify
justifythe
the
answer.
answer.(p.
(p.18,
18,IIlike
liketo
tofill
fillthe
theframe
framewith
withonly
onlyone
onething.)
thing.)
•• Have
Havestudents
studentscomplete
completethe
theactivity
activityand
andtry
tryto
tofind
find
something
somethingininthe
thetext
textto
tojustify
justifyeach
eachanswer.
answer.Check
Check
answers
answersas
asaaclass.
class.

C Think and write. Describe your favorite photo. Why do
you like it?
Students are going to connect the reading to their
own experiences. This draws on the art objective of
understanding what makes a good photo.
• Choose one of the photos you brought in and elicit how
to complete the description from the class. Write this
model answer on the board.
• Have students look at their favorite photo and write
their own description using the template provided. Point
out that they need to try and explain why they like it. If
students haven’t brought in a favorite photo, they can
do this from memory, or choose one of the photos you
brought in to describe.
• Ask if any students would like to share their descriptions
with the class. You could display all the favorite photos on
a wall and have students listen and decide which of the
photos their classmate is talking about.
TRACK 9

Listen and write. Then check your answers.
• With books closed, write –ent on the board.
• Play the first part of the audio and have students repeat
each word. Then have them open their books. Play the
first part of the audio again and complete as many words
as they can.
• Then play the second part of the audio for students to
check their spelling and complete any missing words.
Ask Which word sounds different? (invent: in this word the
second syllable is stressed) Have students underline ent
and notice that it appears at the end of each word. Ask
students to read the words aloud.
• Have students scan the text on pp. 18–21 to find more
words with a final ent. Invite them to read the words aloud
then write all the –ent words in a word cloud.
Answers
1 present 2 intelligent 3 parent 4 ingredient
5 invent
In the reading: element; experiment

Answers
Answers
11 aa 22 cc 33 bb 44 aa 55 bb
BB Read
Read and
and write
write Fact
Fact or
or Opinion.
Opinion.
•• Remind
Remindstudents
studentsof
ofthe
thedifference
differencebetween
betweenfacts
factsand
and
opinions
opinionswith
withthe
thesentences
sentencesYou’re
You’remy
myEnglish
Englishclass
class(fact)
(fact)
and
andYou’re
You’reaafantastic
fantasticclass!
class!(opinion).
(opinion).
•• Give
Givestudents
studentstime
timeto
tocomplete
completethe
theactivity.
activity.To
Tocheck
check
answers,
answers,read
readthe
thesentences
sentencesand
andhave
havestudents
studentsraise
raisetheir
their
arms
armsfor
foraafact
factand
andlower
lowertheir
theirarms
armsfor
foran
anopinion.
opinion.
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TB p. 228 Spelling Pattern –ent

Cool Down
Do a collaborative Spelling Bee with the words from the
spelling pattern activity. See TB p. 27.

Practice Resource Bank: Spelling Printout
Student’s App: Reading Practice; Spelling Pattern Practice
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Lesson 7 Walkthrough: Think Together

Think Together brings the unit full circle to consider the key concept question. This acts as the thread for all the lessons related to
the readings. The teaching notes support you to address this question.
Warm Up
Students are encouraged to revisit the Lesson 1 VTR
image to see if their perceptions have changed or shifted
now that they know more about the topic. Review their
initial ideas and see if students can offer more information
or link the image more explicitly to the unit’s topic.
In the digital ETB there is a Two-Minute Review idea. This
is a quick, fun activity which reviews both of the readings in
the unit to help students make connections between the
two. You can choose to do this instead of, or as well as,
the Warm Up.
Activity A Text Comparison
Activity A is a text-to-text comparison task which lays the
foundations for more communicative comparison analysis
in higher levels. Learning how to compare and contrast
is an important skill which has been shown to: improve
students’ ability to memorize content; develop higherorder thinking skills; strengthen comprehension skills;
and improve writing skills. Graphic organizers are used
throughout the course to help students organize content
and ideas and to guide them towards becoming more
effective learners.
If you have not done the Two-Minute Review, it may
be beneficial to have students brainstorm what they
remember about both texts before you start.

Activities B/C Speaking Routine
Activities B and C have a text-to-world base. Students
are first given time to think and make connections to prior
knowledge. They then explore ideas through a Think,
Pair, Share VTR or a cooperative learning routine, such
as Roundtable, Three-step Interview, Numbered Heads
Together, or Round Robin (see TB p. 20). Cooperative
learning routines create opportunities for purposeful
communication and collaboration which encourages
students to become actively engaged in their learning.
My Reading Journal
Students give a personalized response to the readings and
reflect on the unit as a whole. The goal is to foster selfreflection as a learning tool, to help students to see the
importance of the learning process, to encourage them to
think critically about texts and to express preferences, and
motivate and empower them to want to learn more.

Think
Think Together
Together
Lesson
Lesson Objectives
Objectives
tomake
makeconnections
connectionsbetween
betweenthe
thereadings
readings
•• to
toexplore
explorethe
thekey
keyconcept:
concept:Why
Whydo
dopeople
peoplemake
makeart?
art?
•• to
toreflect
reflecton
onthe
theunit
unitand
andprovide
providepersonal
personalthoughts
thoughts
•• to

and
andopinions
opinions
Materials
Materials
Large
Largepieces
piecesof
ofpaper,
paper,one
oneper
pergroup
group(Activity
(ActivityB)
B)

Warm
Warm Up
Up

Have
Havestudents
studentslook
lookback
backatatthe
theVTR
VTRimage
imageon
onpp.
pp.8–9
8–9and
and
ask
Do
you
now
have
any
new
ideas
about
the
image?
ask Do you now have any new ideas about the image?Do
Doyou
you
now
nowhave
havean
ananswer
answerfor
forany
anyofofthe
thethings
thingsyou
youwondered
wonderedabout
aboutit?
it?
Ask
AskWhy
Whydo
doyou
youthink
thinkthe
theartist
artistmade
madethis
thispicture?
picture?Have
Have
students
studentswork
workininpairs
pairsand
andthen
thenshare
sharetheir
theirideas
ideaswith
withthe
the
rest
restof
ofthe
theclass.
class.
A
A Think
Think and
and write.
write.Compare
Compare and
and contrast
contrast True
True Colors
Colors and
and
My
Guide
to
Photography.
What
did
you
learn?
My Guide to Photography. What did you learn?
•• Draw
Drawor
orproject
projectthe
theVenn
Venndiagram
diagramonto
ontothe
theboard.
board.Ask
Ask
students
studentsto
tolook
lookback
backatatthe
thetwo
tworeadings
readingsand
andtry
tryto
tofind
find
one
onesimilarity.
similarity.Elicit
Elicitaasuggestion
suggestionand
andwrite
writeititininthe
thecenter.
center.
•• Have
Havestudents
studentscontinue
continueto
tocompare
compareand
andcontrast
contrastthe
the
two
tworeadings
readingsininpairs,
pairs,and
andthen
thendraw
drawand
andcomplete
completethe
the
Venn
Venndiagram
diagraminintheir
theirnotebooks.
notebooks.Encourage
Encouragethem
themto
totry
try
to
tofind
findatatleast
leastthree
threesimilarities
similaritiesand
anddifferences.
differences.To
Tocheck
check
answers,
answers,invite
invitestudents
studentsto
tocome
comeand
andwrite
writeone
onething
thinginin
the
theVenn
Venndiagram.
diagram.
•• Finally,
Finally,ask
askstudents
studentsto
towrite
writeabout
aboutone
oneor
ormore
morethings
things
they
theylearned
learnedfrom
fromeach
eachreading.
reading.
Suggested
SuggestedAnswers
Answers
True
TrueColors:
Colors:11IsIsabout
abouthow
howhelping
helpingpeople
peopleisisgood
good
22Emil
Emilisisaapainter
painterand
anduses
usesaapaintbrush
paintbrushand
andpaints.
paints.
33Emil
Emilpaints
paintsaabee;
bee;
My
MyGuide
GuidetotoPhotography:
Photography:11IsIsabout
abouthow
howto
totake
takeaagood
good
photo
photo22Huan
HuanChen
Chenisisaaphotographer
photographerand
anduses
usesaacamera
camera
33Huan
HuanChen
Chentakes
takesaaphoto
photoof
ofaabutterfly;
butterfly;
Both
Bothreadings:
readings:11Are
Areabout
abouthaving
havingfun
funwith
withart
art22Emil
Emiland
and
Huan
HuanChen
Chenwant
wantto
tostop
stoptheir
theirpictures
picturesbeing
beingboring
boring
33Emil
Emilpromises
promisesto
topaint
paintaaportrait
portraitand
andHuan
HuanChen
Chentakes
takes
aaportrait
portraitpicture
pictureof
ofher
herbrother;
brother;What
Whatdid
didyou
youlearn?:
learn?:
Students’
Students’own
ownanswers.
answers.
BB Think
Think and
and discuss.
discuss.Choose
Choose one
one subject
subject you
you would
would like
like to
to
paint
paint or
or take
take photos
photos of.
of.Explain
Explain why.
why.Do
Do aa Roundtable.
Roundtable.

•• Have
Havestudents
studentsread
readthe
theinstructions.
instructions.Give
Giveone
oneexample
example

• Set the class up for the Roundtable cooperative learning
•

•

routine (see TB p. 20).
Give groups some thinking time. Then designate one
person in each group to start and remind them to write
what their idea is and why. Point out that they can keep
going around the table until they have no more ideas.
Have groups read and discuss their ideas. Ask each group
what they thought their best ideas were.

C Draw the thing you chose in B.
• Ask students to draw one thing they would like to paint or
take a photo of in the space provided.
• Ask students Are you happy with your picture? Is it like
you imagined?
• Ask students how they felt while drawing their picture.
Remind students that the purpose of this activity is to
reflect on why they make art and how it makes them feel.
• Introduce the key concept question Why do people make
art? Give students time to think about everything they
learned from the readings and their own feelings when
making art. Encourage them to write their ideas in a
spidergram around the key concept question. Then invite
students to share their ideas with the class. Praise students
for good thinking and for providing good ideas.

My Reading Journal
How does reading about art make you feel? What do
you want to do next?
These questions personalize what students have learned
in the unit and encourage them to want to learn more.
Give an example, then give students some thinking time
and have them complete their answers. Invite students to
share their answers with the class.
Ask Do you all want to make some art, or do some people
want to look at some art? Point out that enjoying art is also
a very valuable way to spend our time!
Example Answer
Reading about art makes me want to do something
new! I want to take photos of ten different things on
my way home today and then think about how to
improve them!

Cool Down
Have students leave their books open with their drawings
from C. Encourage them to walk around the classroom,
looking at the different drawings. At the end, ask which
drawings were interesting or unusual.

answer:
answer:I’d
I’dlike
liketototake
takeone
onephoto
photoofofmy
myown
ownface
faceevery
every
day.
day.Then
ThenI Ican
cansee
seehow
howI Ichange
changeininaayear!
year!Point
Pointout
outthat
that
not
notall
allthe
theideas
ideashave
haveto
tobe
bebrilliant—sometimes
brilliant—sometimessimple
simple
suggestions
suggestionshelp
helpother
otherpeople
peoplethink
thinkof
ofnew
newcreative
creativeideas.
ideas.
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